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&EPA Dark Past, Bright Future 

Environmental Cooperation in 
Central and Eastern Europe 
and the New Independent States 

Neglect, mismanagement, and overuse of the 
environment and it.<> natural resources were among 
the many unfortunate byproducts of the centrally
planned economies in Central and Eastern Europe 
and the former Soviet Union. The heavy industrial 
activity characteristic of the post-World War II 
period took a heavy toll on both the region's 
population and its environment. The case of the city 
of Ostrava (in what is now the Czech Republic) was 
not unusual. By the late 1980s, Ostrava had become 
a sprawling industrial center dedicated to the 
production of coke, iron, and steel. Plumes of black 
smoke streamed into the sky, and on especially bad 
days, atmospheric conditions kept the pollution 
hemmed in over the town's 330,000 residents. 
Respiratory illness, cancer, and infant mortality 
were on the rise. 

Working closely with Czech counterparts, the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was 
able to help address the severe pollution problems 
in Ostrava. As a result of this collaboration, the 
Ostrava city government and a local coke producer 
signed a landmark environmental compliance 
agreement to close coke ovens and reduce air 
pollution. 'lbis was only part of the story, however. 
Environmental infonnation, once very difficult to 
obtain, was becoming more accessible and reliable. 
Municipal officials were beginning to use tools 
such as risk assessment to improve their decision· 
making. As a result, Ostravans - and many others 
in the region -are today breathing cleaner air. 

The dismantling of the socialist bloc provided an 
opportunity for the United States and other nations 
to work with the peoples of Central and Eastern 
Europe (CEE) and the New Independent States of 
the former Soviet Union (NIS) in addressing their 
environmental problems. The U.S. government 
responded by including funding for environmental 
programs in the Support for East European 
Dcmocra<.-y (SEED) Act of1989 and the Freedom 
SupportAct of 1991, which also authorized EPA to 

assist in the effort. While EPA had been involved 
with several countries of the region prior to 1989, 
these new U.S. initiatives greatly increased EPA's 
ability to provide technical assistance, with financial 
support from the U.S. Agen<..-y for International 
{)evclopment (USAID) and in partnership with 
other U.S. agencies. 

Although EPA takes great pride in the results of 
its work since 1990, the most satisfying results have 
been better environmental management practices 
that have become self-sustaining. At the same time, 
while EPAis glad to be "working itself out of a job" 
in the region, the job is far from finished. 

111c following pages recount some of the 
formidable environmental problems faced by the 
region in 1989, and the ways in which EPA has 
helped meet these challenges. In the process, EPA 
is contributing to the region's recovery and its goal 
of sustainable development, as well as to the 
strengthening of new democratic institutions. 

A Legacy of Pollution 

The outmoded, energy-intensive technologies that 
were such an integral part of the CEE and NIS 
region's economy in the post-war era not only 
wasted resources, but also caused severe local, 
regional, and transboundary pollution problems. 
Government subsidies for energy and raw 
materials kept prices artificially low, eliminating a 
key incentive to conserve natural resources. And 
while environmental laws were on the books in 
many countries, their implementation and 
enforcement were too inconsistent to significantly 
alter behavior. 

Central planning left other obstacles behind in 
the region. Effective environmental management 
requires easily accessible data; however, the flow of 
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information in most countries in the region was 
hampered by a tradition of secrecy and poor 
communication between local and national agencies 
and between ministries. This deficiency weakened 
environmental institutions, especially at the local 
level. Due to a shortage of skilled staff, local 
institutions were poorly prepared to deal with the 
shift of authority away from the central government. 

Environmental neglect in the region has resulted 
in a staggering array ofproblems affecting the air, 
surface water, ground water, soil, and coastal and 
marine zones. The impacts can be found in almost 
any setting; rural and urban areas, forests, and 
agricultural lands. Where geography has lent itself 
to concentrated industrial activity, "hot spots" of 
environmental pollution have emerged, such as the 
"BlackTriangle" area (which includes portions of 
the Czech Republic, Poland, and eastern Germany) 
and the Nizhnii Tagil area in Russia. Many of these 
hot spots continue to threaten human health and 
impair the function oflocal and regional (.lCOsystcms. 

The pressing need for infrastructure improvc
mt•nts and the demands of social programs have 
made competition for environmental project 
funding intense. Decision makers in the region 
tht•n:forc arc faced with difficult choices regarding 
which problems to address now and which to defer, 
and how to use very limitt·d budgets to achi(.'V(.' 
meaningful environmental improvement. 

In addition, environmental issues must compete 
not only for monetary resources, but also for public 
attention and participation. Environmental activism 
was one of the few outlets for public dissent 
IX'rmiltt'd under thC' old systt•m; logically, it becanw 
a major focus of protest in many countries during 
transition. However, the tradition ofconstructive 
public involvement in the region is generally 
underdeveloped, and other problems (like 
unemployment) are overshadowing environnwntal 
interests. The attitude that the "environment can 
wait" for b<•tler economic conditions is reemerging 
in some parts of the region, making the job of 
C'nvironmental managers and decision mak<'rs t•wn 
more ilifficult. 

In spitt• ofthese problems, many aspects of the 
region's past bode well for the future of its 
environment. Vast tracts of land poorly suited for 
industry have been left virtually untouched. 'l11ere 
is a good supply of trained scientists, engineers, 
and other environmental and planning 
professionals. Infrastructure in the major urban 
areas often was well planned and included efficient 
systems of mass transit. And given the limited 
availability ofgoods under communism, people did 
not develop the consumer habits so common in the 
West, although this is rapidly changing. 

Environmt•ntal conditions in tlw n•gion have not 
been static since 1989. 'The economic difficulties of 
the transition led to a decrease in industrial 
production and a large number of facility 
shutdowns, which in turn translatt'd into a 
significant drop in pollutant emissions. '111is 
improvement may be short-lived, however
production is on the way back up, consumption 
patterns are changing, and more pt:oplc are 
purchasing and commuting in can:. As tht·se trends 
continue, the pressure is mounting on an already 
compromised environment, making it essential to 
continue efforts to improve environnwntal 
protection and management throughout the region. 

Partners in Transition 

Although EPA had been working cooperatively 
with environmental institutions in tlw r<·gion prior 
to the fall of the Berlin Wall, such activities 
increased dramatically once political change began 
to take place. As work in the envimnnwntal sector 
expanded, thE' U.S. DepartrnC'nt ofStat(.' and the 
U.S. Agency for International Dt·wlopmcnt 
(USAID) requt·stccl EPA's assistanc<· in 
implementing projt>cts in CEE, Russia, and 
Ukraine. To date, total funding for EPA-led 
cnvironnwntal proJ<'Cts in the CEE and NIS regions 
exceeds $60 million. 

EPA's 25-plus y<·ars of domestic and international 
experience has proven invaluable for the job. 'The 
Agency is abk to draw on it:s own experience and 
experts from its headquarters and len regional 
offices, as well as from many other cooperating 
agencies at tl1e federal, state, and local level. EPA's 
long list of governmental and multilateral partners 
in CEE and Nl~ projects includ<•s liSAll>; the U.S. 
Departments of State, Commerce, AgJiculture, and 
Energy; the World Bank; the Organization for 
Economic Coopt>ralion and Development (OECD); 
the Unitt>d '\lations (UN); the Europt•<Ut Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD); and the 
European l.'nion (EU). In addition to tlwSP 
institutions, I~PA has developed partn(.'rships with 
many statC' «.>nvironmcntal agcnci(.•s, non-govern
mental organizations (NGOs), universities, as well 
as engineering and other professional associations. 

CEE and NIS organizations have also played a 
central role in shaping and implementing EPA's 
environmental work in the region. Mirroring the 
range of U.S.-based partners, CEE and NIS project 
partners have included national, regional, and local 
governmental organizations, as well as NGOs and 
private S(..><:tor interests. 
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Environment for Europe 

One ofthe most comprehensive attempts to 
coordinate regional efforts thus far has been the 
Environment for Europe process, which brings 
together countries committed to a sustainable 
future, with a special emphasis on the CEE and NIS 
regions. Environment for Europe seeks to direct 
resources to the most critical environmental 
problems and avoids duplication of effort It also 
provides an international forum for developing new 
policies and for setting n•gional priorities. 

Since its inception in 1991, Environment for 
Europe has held three conferences attended by the 
environment ministers of all tlw member countries, 
including the United States.TI1rough 
recommendations adopll'd at tlw 1993 ministerial 
conference held in Lucerne, Swit7.erland, the 
Environmental Action Program for Central and 
Eastern Europe (EAP) was created. 

EAP activities concentratt• on three major goals: 
1) to promote the integration of environmental and 
economic considerations to ensure sustainable 
development; 2) to make the business of managing 
the region's environment more efficient and 
effective by '"building institutional capacity" 
("capacity building" refers to a broad array of 
activities, ranging from enhancing the skills of 
individual staff members to improving an 
organi7.ation's structure, management, and 
strategic planning); and 3) to conduct technical 
assistance and investment programs to improve 
environmental conditions in areas experiencing the 

most acute human health or ecosystem threats. 
EPA, in cooperation with USAID and the 
Department of State, has sought to advance each of 
these goals throughout the region. 

Guiding Principles 

EPA's activities in the CEE and NIS region are 
guided by several fundan1ental principles- to 
ensure that the Agency's projects not only achieve 
significant environmental results, but also serve as 
catalysts for other environmental improvements. 
Environmental projects and programs are 
developed with the following in mind: 
• 	 Problems should be prioritized based on health 

risk and sound technical and <'conomic principks; 
• Conditions that pose serious ncar-term threats to 

human health or <'<.'O!iystc•ms should bt• 
addressed first; 

• Practical and low-<:ost solutions should be used 
whenever possible; 

• The public should be involvE'd in t>nvironmental 
decision making; 

• 	Local and national ex])<'rtisc should be developed 
through training and professional t•xchangc 
programs; 

• Successful projects should lx• replicated in new 
locations to build expertis<> and momentum; 

• Investment in environmental infrastructure 
should be strongly encouraged; and 

• 	 Rt>gional cooperation to address common 
problems should be promoted wherever feasible. 
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Environmental Solutions: 

EPA Project Highlights 


Since 1990, EPA has conducted over seventy 
environmental projects in the CEE and NJS region. 
The following pages present a representative sample 
ofEPA's accomplishments in the region to date. 

Air Pollution 

Airborne pollution has been one of the greatest 
environmental risks identified in the region. The 
main human health concerns are typically 
associated with sulfur dioxide (SO?) and particulate 
matter, which are byproducts of various typt•s of 
older industrial facilities, including coal-burning 
power plants. 

Project Teplice focused on air pollution 
problems in northern Bohemia in the Czech 
Republic - part of the infamous "Black Triangle" 
area. EPA, along with the Czech Ministries of 
Environment and Health, monitored air quality and 
conducted assessments to identify health effects 
from air pollution and select the most effective 
pollution abatement strategies. Analysis of 
information collected by the monitoring network 
demonstrated that household coal furnaces were a 
major source of the airborne pollution, a finding 
that convinced decision makers to seek ways to 
reduce these emissions. In response, the Czech 
governmenl accelerated its program to convert 
homes from coal to natural gas by establishing a 
special fund (six billion crowns or $240 million) to 
subsidize conversion costs. 

While air pollution may be an obvious problem in 
many areas, local agencies often lack the equip
ment needed to assess the problem and to identify 
effective solutions. Under the Krakow Air 
Monitoring project, EPA and Polish environmental 
experts worked together to identify and measure 
the major sources of industrial, residential, and 
vehicle emissions. First, a network of continuous 

air monitoring and meteorological instruments was 
purchased and installed to provide real-time air 
quality assessments in Krakow. As a result, severed 
major industries in the area were required to 

redesign their processes. install pollution controls, 
or shut down.With the stationary source problem 
now well understood, the focus of the Krakow air 
project has shifted to the more challenging "non
point" and "mobile" sources. EPA is c<>ntinuing to 
work with Krakow auU10rities to develop effective 
pollution control strategies, especially in the 
transportation sector. The success of the Krakow 
air monitoring network has generated great 
interest in oUwr Polish and CEE cities. 

In addition to introducing new monitoring and 
control technologies. EPA also has transferred 
some very low-cost techniques, such as the "visible 
emissions evaluation" (VEE) method for air 
emissions monitoring. VEE is a qualitative but 
standardized method for determining the relative 
severity of air pollution from stationary sow·ces 
based on the visual characteristics of the "plume." 
1bis inexpensive monitoring technique greatly 
simplifies inspections and, when properly applied. 
strengthens local enforcement efforts. Tested at 
the local level in Volgograd, Russia VEE's success 
prompted the Russian Federation State Committee 
for Environmental Protection to expand use of the 
technique to several other regions. Other 
approaches tested in Volgograd, such as emissions 
standards based on a given pollution control 
technology, provided input to the development of 
Russian air quality legislation. 
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Water Pollution 

CEE and NIS communities face a range ofwal<.'r
related problems and health ri~ks similar to those 
of the United Stat<'s. and EPA's programs haw 
sought to address these issues in many locations. 

Providing safe drinking water to city resident<> 
was one of the main goals of the Krakow Water and 
Wastewater Improvement project This joint EPA
Polish effort used an integrated approach to the 
problem, focusing not only on improving water 
treatment, but also on protecting the water's source 
and devdoping local awareness of the issues. With 
co-financing provided by the Poles, this project 
resulted in the installation of modern ozonation and 
chlorination equipment to disinf<•ct the drinking 
water supply for 400,000 residents. EPA-supported 
watt>rshed protection efforts, led by the University 
of Iowa and the Water Environment Federation. 
focused on improving tlw quality of agricultural 
runoff and on forming the Raba River Watershed 
Association. The Association has helped to improve 
local water quality, and to institutionali7-e 
environmentally sound practices in th<' watershed. 
rinally, the U.S. non-profit association Water for 
P<'ople hrlped establish a Polish "Blue Thumb~ 
group, which is a highly successful program that 
educates school children on the importance of 
clt'aJl water 

The Drinking Water Quality Improvement 
projrct in Latvia's s<•concllargcst city, Daugavpil~. 
demonstrated how to enhance the performance of 
existing treatment systems without large capital 
investments. Many ofthe improvements resulted 
from no- or low-cost process modifications 
recouunendcd by EPA and Wisconsin state experts 
who had evaluated the city's treatment plant 
operations. ln addition to the prorcss modifications, 
the EPA team provided chlorination system 
equipment and upgraded laboratory capabilities. 
The training of treatment plant operators and 
laboratory technicians has played a key role in 
making the process and equipment upgrades work. 
A team of EPA, Wisconsin, and Latvian 
environmental managers also tackled the problem 
of how to protect future ground water supplies in 
Daugavpils. The team developed a wellhead 
protection plan for the city, identifying strategies for 
addressing current and future threats to ground 
water quality. Finally, at the request of the Latvian 
government, U.S. experts assisted in the 
development of a national s.,rround water protection 
strategy based on the Daugavpils experience. 

In Ukraine, more than thirty million people, 
including the residents of fifty urban and industrial 

cenlt•rs. r(')y on wat('r from the Dnipro River Basin. 
The Kanlv Reservoir Assessment projt't'l was 
undc>rtaken to help Ukraine's Ministry of 
Environmental Protection and Nuclear Safl'ly to 
protect public healU1 and aquatic rcsour(·cs in the 
Dnipro Basin. EPA introduet•d watt•r quality 
management technique~ and provided equipment 
for water quality monitoring and analysis . 'ibis 
three-year partnership between EPA and Ukrainian 
scientists improved their procedur<•s for collecting 
and analyzing water quality data, as well as for 
modeling basin water quality. h a result of this 
project, Ukrainian scientists are adapting these 
approaches to other portions of thc> Dnipro as well 
as to other riwr basins in tlwir country. 
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Solid and Hazardous Waste 

Primarily due to intensive industrialization, there 
arc many solid and hazardous waste sites located 
throughout the CEE and NIS region. Left 
uncontrolled, contaminants from these sites can 
seriously impact drinking water sources, topsoil, 
river and ocean sediments, and even air quality. 
Some of the most contaminated sites are often 
found at active or former military bases. 

To help tackle these problems, EPA is working 
in two communities in Romania where industrial 
wastes containing large amounts of lead were 
improperly disposed, contaminating the local soils. 
As a result, many ofthe children in these 
communities have very high blood-lead levels. EPA 
providt-d equipment and training to help local 
environmental health officials assess the impacts of 
lead exposure on the population and to map its 
principal sources. Additional technical support was 
provided to help Romanian officials design a 
cleanup plan for the most contaminat<•d soil using 
cost-~ffective technologies. 

As part ofProject Sllesla, EPA and Cz<•ch 
experts used risk assessment, brnrfit<ost analysis, 
and other tools to identify safe and t•ost-dfl•ctiw 
cleanup options for an abandoned coke oven 
"brownfidcb" sill' in Ostrava. The sit<•. lc)(:atPd in 
the city's center. had not been redeveloped due to 
extmsiw s.,rround water contamination and other 
healt11 risks. However, the strength of tllc analysis 
provid<•d by the EPA-Czech projcct t<•am prompt<·d 
tlw Czech Council of Ministers to commit 
approximately $40 million to clean up th<• site for 
future r<•developmenL 

Rockrt and jet fuel spills and lraks, along with 
other militm·y wastes disposed at tlw Slaullal 
Alrfleld in Uthuania, have contaminated a shallow 
ground watl'r source used as drinking water by local 
residents. 'This site is one of tlle Uthuanian 
Environnwnt Ministry's highest prioritit•s. EPA 
helped Minh;try officials to assess the extent of the 
contamination problem and to drwlop a site dranup 
and control j)lan. Ac. ground water contamination 
poscd significant health threats clsrwhrn• in the 
r(•gion, EPA also was asked to assist in dcvdoping a 
wellht>ad protection plan similarto the om• in 
Daugavpils, Latvia The plan hell)(•d initiate a 
national ground water quality monitoring program 
and prornoll'd bl•ttt r cooperation among Uthmmim1 
environmental interests. 
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Technology Transfer 

Technological innovations have prompted 
countless changes in how environmental data are 
collected, analyzed, and used to make decisions 
since EPA first opened its doors in 1972. High 
quality and accessible environmenlal information 
has become one of the cornerstones of effective 
environmental management. Similar changes have 
been occurring in the CEE and NIS regions, where 
greater access to new technologies and information 
are rapidly changing how the public and decision 
makers view the environment. EPA has played a 
key role in this transformation by incorporating 
many new environmental and information 
technologies into "capacity-building" projects that 
promote improvements in environmental 
management institutions and greater public 
involvement. For example, a significant component 
of previously described air quality work in Poland, 
the Czech Republic, and Russia involved the 
trdllsfer of monitoring equipment and the training 
oflocal experts in its usc. 

One of the main tools used to create a more 
informed public and promote better decision 
making is the Geographical Information System 
(GIS). GIS is a computer-based mapping system 
which can be used to store and display 
environmental and other related information to 
identify pollution sources and track trends over 
time. Use of GIS has been central to st'Veral EPA 
projects in the region, including the GIS project 
conducted with the Slovak Environm<'ntal Nr.<'ncy 
(SEA). Through this project, EPA and the SEA 
have built a national GIS infrastructure, enabling 
environmental management decisions at the 
national level to be made with more and better 
information. 1l1e SEA uses the national GIS to help 
local districts incorporate environmenlal 
components into their annual urban planning 
process. The GIS system also has made 
environmental information more accessible to the 
public, for example, by providing maps depicting 
local and national environmenlal conditions. 

Lack of adequate cnvironmenlal data can 
severely restrict the ability to address priority 
issues. In Ukraine, radioactive contamination 
resulting from tlle Chernobyl reactor accid<'nt and 
from uranium mining clearly rcpn•scnts a major 
environmental threat. Budget constraints and a lack 
of adequate information, how<'v<•r, have greatly 
hampered decision makers. The Radiation and 
Nuclear Safety Management project was 
undertaken by EPA at the request of Ukraine's 
Ministry of !Environmental Protection and Nuclear 

Safety. The focus of the project was to provide a 
means of obtaining high-quality, quick-turnaround 
radiochemistry data to identify and assess potential 
health threats from various radiation sources 
throughout tlle country. The solution identified for 
this problem was a "mobile radioecology 
laboratory." EPA, in cooperation witll the United 
Nations Development Program and USAID, 
provided Ukraine with one of the world's best
equipped mobile radiation monitoring laboratories. 
'The EPA project team worked closely with 
Ministry officials to design tlle lab and train its 
operators. The mobile lab is now conducting on-site 
contamination assessments of potential public 
health threats around the country. 
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Policy Reform 

CEE and NIS governments are certainly no 
strangers to the id<'a of reform. I Iowever, 
government institutions everywhere struggle with 
the effort required to integrate <'conomic, financial, 
technical, and political information into a coherent 
planning process. Environmental policies have 
entered this complex planning arena, but they 
frequently suffer in CEE and NIS countries due to a 
paucity of information and relevant experience 
within key government agencies. 

In the Strategic Planning project in Hungary, 
EPA is assisting the Hungarian Ministry of 
Environment and Regional Planning (KTM) to 
develop long-term strategic and operational plans. 
EPA has train<·d K1M staff and managers on 
benefit-rost analysis, conflict resolution, and 
strategic planning. Response within KTM has been 
enthusiastic, and the project already has led to 
improvements in how the Ministry integrates its 
budget and program planning. The project will 
continue to assist KTM in the dcv(')opment and 
implementation of a comprehensive strategic plan 
to set national environmental and economic goals. 

Balancing the needs of economic development 
with those ofenvironmental protection is a 
challenge facing all nations, especially countries in 
transition. In Estonia, this problem was brought 
into focus by th<• mining of oil shale near the 
Kurtna Lakes National Reserve. To resolve the 
potential conflict between prott'Cting the Reserve 
with the need to obtain energy from the oil shale, 
EPA and the Estonian Environmental Ministry 
conducted a demonstration Environmental Impact 
Assessment ( EIA) project for the mining operation. 
Project activiti~ included trcli.ning on EIA 
principles, public participation, and other "capacity
building" efforts. The public participation process 
was a novel experience for Estonia, and its success 
helped the EIA project develop an economically 
sound mining plan that protected the Reserve's 
water resources and ecosystem. As a result of the 
project, the EIA process is now part of Estonia's 
national environmental policy (ramcwork. EPA also 
has plans to replicate the project at a proposed oil 
field in Ukraine. 
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Technical Exchanges and 
Partnerships 

One of most successful capacity-building approach<.>s 
employed by EPAin the region has lx'cn tlw U"<-' of 
professional partnerships, or "twinning."111rough 
twinning relationships, professional links arc 
established between organb.ations or individuals that 
promote information exchange and technical 
a&>istancc. These relationships often last long after 
thc formal close of a specific project. 

EPA has established such programs in many 
countries in the region. In the Baltic countries of 
Latvia, Uthuania, and Estonia, EPA's Rl'gion 5 
office in Chicago focused on improving 
<.'nvironmental data managm1cnt capabilities. EPA 
tcchnical experts worked closely with their 
counterparts to idmtify t'quipmcnt, training, and 
technical assistance needs in this area. Results of 
this cffort have included improvements in l3altic 
area data management hardware and software, 
development of GIS capabilities, and establishment 
of environmental information repositories. 

Similar EPA twinning programs have been 
conducted successfully in a number of other 
countries in the region. For exan1ple, EPA's Region 
3 (Philadelphia) office, along with Polish experts, 
jointly developed a Hazardous Waste Management 
program which includes reclamation and 
redevelopment of industrial sites. EPA's Region 1 
(Boston) office and cxpcrts from llungary workt•d 
together to establish an alliance to promote walt•r 
quality improvements in the Altal-er Watershed 
rt·gion, an area important for rccrcation and 
tourism. Expert teams from EPA's Region 2 (N<•w 
York) office worked with the Bulgarian Ministry of 
Environment to improve analytical laboratory 
procedures, hazardous wast<' disposal methods, 
sewage treatment plant operations, and public 
Information and outreach. 
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Training and Education 

Among the first needs identified by EPAwhen 
developing its programs inlhe CEE and NlS region, 
training and environmental education have played 
key roles in the Agency's capacity building efforts. A 
wide variety of training courses were dcvelorx-'<1 
specifically for EP~swork in this region, ranging 
from technical topics such as risk assessment and 
ha7.ardouswaste management to environmental 
policy, financing, and strategic planning. The 
audiences targeted by these col!m's and educational 
materials include environmental decision makers, 
technical staff, the business community, and NGOs. 

In spite of the broad range of topics and 
audiences, EPA's training cot~s share a common 
approach- the trainings an· inlt ractivc, using 
real-world caS(• studies wherever possible, and 
typically are conducted as "train the-trainer'' 
exercises to equip the course participants to 
bt•com<' facilitator.-; and traim·rs in th<' futun• 11w 
courses typically art• conductt•d as intensive thn•t'
to five-day workshops, and st•rw to promott• 
interaction among the participants who often karn 
as much from t•ach other as from the trainers. 

Rt•cognizing tlw rwt'<i to roordinatt• rt>gional 
training needs and opportunitil'S, FPA supported the 
t•stablishnwnt of Environmental Management 
Training Centers (EMTCs) in Bulgaria, Poland, 
l~ussia, and I lungary, as well as similar organi7.ations 
in Ukraine and the Czech Republic. 'lbe EMTCs not 
only deliver Crainin~ workshop~. but also adapt 
courses for SJ)t'<:ific local needs and languages, 
publish training materials, and st•rve as general 
sources of environmental information. Many et•ntt•rs 
also coordinat<• a collaborative m•twork of professors, 
trainers, scientists, and environmental organizations 
within each country. The succcss of the EMTCs and 
the training program ran in part bt• measured by tlw 
fact that more than :{000 peopk• have participated in 
these couf'S(.'S sirK't' the program bt•gan. 

Focusing on a somewhat younger but very 
important audicnt'l', FPAalso has fostered extt•nsiw 
environmental education efforts in primary and 
secondary schools. The Environmental Curriculum 
Development project in Poland. for example, trdinccl 
teachers to develop community-based environmental 
curricula and provided them with hands-on tt•ad1ing 
experience. rifty of the Polish profcssionals trained 
through this program arc now not only teaching 
environment in their schools, but also are leading 
training workshops for anotlwr thm· hundrcd 
educators. 'I he success of this projc..·<:1. has prompted 
similar efforts to be undertaken in three other regions 
in Poland, with more likely to begin in the future. 

Public Awareness 
and Participation 

Giving a voice to public desire for environmental 
improvement can be a powerful and effective way to 
bring about change in a democratic S<>ciety. EPA's 
activities in the region therefore have consistently 
included efforts to increaS<' public awart•rwss of 
environmental issues and to promote gn•ater public 
participation in the decision making pron•ss. 

The Ecological Television Center (ECO-TV) in 
Ukraine serves to do both. Establisht'<i at thc 
request of the Ukrainian Ministry ofthe 
Environment, it produces and broadcasts programs 
on national television ead1 w<.·ek, providing up-to
date environmental information to an othenvise 
insufli<:it·ntly informed public. ECO-TV programs 
cover global, national, and regional environmental 
issues. 'llw primary focus, however, has bt•t•n on 
community-based projects and increasing public 
awan•nt•ss. As a major provider of nwdia st•rvices 
for national environmental campaigns, ECO-lV has 
produced programs for such initiatiws as "I jving 
Water," which promotes grassroots citizen action to 
improve the quality of the Dnipro River watershed. 

1b<' Blue Thumb project in Krakow, Poland 
builds public awareness of, and involvement in, 
drinking water issues. Sponsored by EPA and 
implemcnted by the Re~ional Environmental 
Education Center in Krakow and the U.S.-basccl 
Water For People association, Blue 'Ibumb works 
primarily with ~hool children to raist• public 
awareness regarding critical local water issues. 
Citiz<'n's water monitoring committees, field trips to 
local watt•r treatment plants, and the formation of 
"Blue Thumb" Clubs arc among the major 
activihl's. Over sixty Blue Thumb clubs have been 
formed, with more than 2,000 students 
participating. Membership in Blue 'Ibumb has 
expanded to include business owners, city officials, 
watl'r and sewage utility operators, civic leaders, 
and the media. Blue Thumb's success has led to the 
startup of similar programs in Lviv, Ukraine. 
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Community-Based 
Environmental Action 

While EPA has worked closely with counterpart 
environment ministries to develop national action 
plans and policies, it also has been recognized that 
a similar process needs to be conducted at the 
community level, where most environmental 
management actually takes place. In support of 
this, EPA has helped pioneer Local Environmental 
Action Programs (LEAPs) in the region. Through 
tht• LI~APprocess, a community identifies its 
environmental assets and problems, and then takes 
action to address tlw most eritkal issues. 1l1e 
process is built upon a foundation of public 
partidpation, and seeks to nt•ate partnerships 
between citizens, industry, NGOs, and the local 
gowrnrncnt. EPA has supported several LEAP 
demonstration projects in the region. In most cases, 
th(• projects have been guid<'d by EPA and several 
U.S.-based partners-mainly the Institute for 
Sustainable Communities and the Green Mountain 
Institute for Environrnt•ntal Democracy. 

In Troyan, Bulgaria, project managers organized 
a group of interested citizens into committees 
which gathered environmental and health 
information, evaluated the problems, and nmked 
the relative importance or severity of each. The 
committees identified th<' town's drinking wat<'r 
supply problems as their highest priority. The 
Troyan City Council provided financial support to 
implement the water conservation measures 
identified in the action plan, including a leak 
detection campaign. 

LEAP pilot projects also have been conducted in 
tlw towns of Radom and Efk, Poland. These 
projects successfully demonstrated how LEAPs can 
b<• used to identify and prioritize local environnwntal 
problems, encourage public participation, build 
consensus for action, and facilitate investm('nt.1l1c 
success of tlle Radom and mk projects has 
prompted many otl1er Polish communities to Sl'l'k 
technical assistance to start ll~s. EPA and the 
Polish National Fund for Environmental ProtC'Ction 
and Water Management are collaborating on a 
S<.'COnd phase of LEAP demonstrations to further 
build Polish expertise in this field. 

Additional LEAP demonstration projects also are 
being conducted in the towns of Oroshaza and 
Puspc)kladany, Hungary in cooperation with the 
Institute for Environmental Management. In 
addition, a LEAP "information network" is being 
established to provide communities in the CEE 
r('gion with information on how to conduct LEAPs 
of their own. 
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Regional Cooperation 

Since countries of the CEE and NIS region face 
similar environmental challenges, they can benefit 
tremendously by sharing their experiences. EPA 
therefore encourages rq~ional cooperation 
through ins titution-building, technical projects, 
and the development of neative solutions to 
transboundary problems. 

Ibe Regional Environmental Center for Central 
and Eastern Europe (REC) has played a key role in 
fostering this type of approach. Established in 1990 
by the Unill"d States. the European Union, and 
Hungary, th<' REC is an independent, nonprofit, 
international organization located in Hungary. The 
mission of the REC is to promote cooperation 
among th<.· diverse environmental interests in the 
CEE region. Originally intended to support the 
emergl'nn• a nd growth of environmental NGOs 
through an active grants program, the REC now 
offers a mueh wider range of services to 
governments, industries, and environmental 
institutions. 1be REC now has mon· than tOO staff. 
including those in local outreach offices operating 
in all fifl<'('n CEE countries. The main REC complex 
is a modern facility located in the town of 
Szentcndr<'. on land donated by the Hungarian 
govE-rnment rhe REC has built a very strong 
regional presence and has become an important 
focal point for <.'nvironnwntal policy tW).{otiations. a 
source of support for the NGO community. and an 
information resourn• for businesses. Since 1990, 
nine additional donor countries have become 
sponsors of Lhe REC's activities - a testament to its 
visibility and success. 

EPA also is supportinp: n.•gional initiatives 
endorsed by the nations participating in the 
Environment for Europe Conference held in Sofia, 
Hulgaria in 1995. These include Cim-wide 
initiatives to address lead and urban air pollution, 
and to promote the usc of environmental Impact 
assessments (EIAs). 

Lead contamination is a major environmental 
concern for the region, especially because it 
disproportionately affects the health and 
development of children. EPA therefore has been a 
principal supporter of the Bulgarian· led regional 
working group devoted to phasing out lead from 
gasoline and to improving urban air quality. EPA 
also is helping to coordinate the U.N. Economic 
Commission for Europe (UNECE) lead phase-out 
initiative with the Bulgarian·led effort. 

Ensuring broad public review of proposed 
industrial or public St'ctor projects through the EIA 
process was one of the 1irst and most successful of 

EPA's programs in the United States. EPA also sees 
the EIA process as one of the primary tools by 
which people of the CEE and NIS r('gion can review 
and promote the environmental sustainability of 
both national policies and local development 
projects. EPA is supporting the REC in its effort to 

establish a network of EIA experts to develop 
improved techniques and practices for the region. 

EPA will continue its support of these and other 
regional cooperation efforts through the next 
Environment for Europe conference and beyond. 
This approach will increase in importance as the 
nations of the region further develop, and as their 
attention shifts to regional economic integration 
and thE' harmonization of environmental standards. 
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Future Directions 


Governments participating in the June 1998 
Environment for Europe Conference in Aarhus. 
Denmark will be celebrating their past successes. 
but tht•y also wiU recognizt• thr need to furth<·r 
improve Europe's environment. As nations such as 
Poland. the Czech Rrpublit'. and Hungary join 
W<·stern Europe in strategic and economic 
alliances (e.g., OECD, NATO and the European 
Union). greater emphasis wiU be placed on the role 
of the Environmental Action Program (F..AP) in 
countries of the NIS and southeastern Europe. This 
refocusing ofpriorities is reflected in the 
completion of U.S. assistance programs in Estonia 
and the Czech Republic, and the upcoming phase
out in I lungary, Poland. Slovakia, and the two 
remaining Baltic states over the next few years. 

Environmental prognuns of the type dc'scribt•d 
above are likely to continue in the NIS and 
soutiH'astern Europe at l<'ast until the end oft he 
d<•cadt•. Future U.S. programs likely will evolve 
from projects that deliver "technical assistance" to 
projects that emphasize investment, sustainable 
economic development, and democratization. 
Global environmental issues such as climate 
change and long-range transport of toxic chemicals 
will likely become major areas offocus. 

Responding to urgent environmental problems 
such as highly contaminated "hot spots" will 
continue to be an EPA priority. Many of these 
activities in the NIS wiU take place under the 
auspices of either the U.S.-Russia Binational 
Commission's Environment Committee, or the 
lJ.S.-Ukraine Binational Commission's 
Environm<'ntal Working Group, both of which arc 
co-chaired by EPA 

The U.S. role will continue to evolve in response 
to future political chang<•s in the region. 
Membership in the European Union and NAT'() will 
change the nature of U.S. relations with CEE 
nations from bilateral (country-to-country) 

assistance to the promotion of their involvement in 
regional and global issues. It signals that these 
countries arc capable of working more 
independently and that the United States wiU play 
an increasingly peripheral role in their policy 
reform and capacity-building processes. 

The planned refocusing of assistance initiatives to 
the east will be fdcilitated by the rstablishment of a 
new Regional Environmental Center network in the 
NIS. EPA, along with the European Union and other 
donors, is helping to set up "New REC" offices in 
Russia, Ukmine, Moldova, and Georgia. Expansion 
ofthe network to Central Asia also is expected. 

The covers of environmental magazines and 
journals no longer feature soot-<.'overed faces of 
children in the Black Triangle or the faceless 
statues of Krakow's monuments. dissolved by acid 
rain. Some may even believe that the problems 
have been solved. Unfortunately, while 
environmental conditions havt' improved during 
the past decacl(•, this trend is being reversed due to 
increased consumption and renewed economic 
activity. 

One of th<· ~rreatest successes of U.S. and 
multinational environmental cooperation in the 
CEE and NIS region has been the creation of a 
dialogue between the development sectors 
(transport. agriculture, energy, industry) and the 
environment and public health sectors. It is 
essential to maintain this dialogue through 
continued East-West and intensified East-East 
cooperation. It is through this dialogue that the 
nations of the region will grow more capable of 
restoring their environment and of building a truly 
sustainable future. EPA remains committed to 
working closely with its partners in the region to 
ensure that these challenges are met 




